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One summer morning, Princess Ariel discovers a beautiful jewel on the beach near the palace

where she lives with Prince Eric. Ariel thinks it came from the sea, so she has Sebastian

summon her father, King Triton, to find out. But the king shares some troubling news with Ariel:

a tidal wave swept through Atlantica, washing away the city's precious treasures in the

process! Can Ariel help King Triton recover the lost treasure, or will the jewels of Atlantica be

lost forever?

From School Library JournalGr 5–7—Seventh-grader Samantha Sanderson dreams of

becoming an award-winning journalist just like her mom. She hopes that being a reporter for

the middle school newspaper will lead to bigger and brighter things down the road. In At the

Movies, Sam catches a big break when she and her computer whiz friend, Makayla, unwittingly

discover a bomb set to go off at the local movie theater the next day during the showing of a

controversial Christian film. Sam's dad, a police detective, is assigned to the case, and Sam is

certain that he'll feed her insider information to help her write her article and blog posts. Sam's

articles make a splash, but not necessarily in the way she wants. The second book, On the

Scene, finds Sam and Makayla investigating a case of bullying that involves mysterious notes

and packages. This Christian fiction mystery series aimed at tweens delivers a mostly realistic

main character, with a supportive family, and a strong faith in God. The scenes at Sam and

Makayla's church are thoughtful, and could invite some good discussion, yet manage to avoid

being preachy. Sam's faith is part of her life, but at no time does it overshadow other aspects of

her personality. Despite the fact that Sam's middle school sometimes seems more like a high

school, the trials of the middle school years are well captured. Recommend for libraries where

Christian fiction is in demand.—Heather Webb, Worthington Libraries, OH --This text refers to

the paperback edition.From BooklistSam, an evangelical seventh-grader in Little Rock, shows

both intelligence and spunk as she investigates local mysteries. With a police detective for a

father and an investigative reporter for a mother, Sam knows the importance of asking

uncomfortable questions and making careful observations. In this series opener, Sam and her

best friend, Makayla, literally stumble onto a bomb planted in a movie theater that had recently

come under attack by a group of atheists. Sam thinks this is the perfect story to boost her

school-newspaper career and eagerly pursues the investigation, while Makayla tries to remind

Sam to be more patient—advice that Sam doesn’t always heed, leading to hurt feelings and

the threat of a lawsuit. Caroll offers an engaging exploration of Sam’s age-appropriate

development from black-and-white thinking to more nuanced understanding of the world. Her

faith is an essential part of her character, which makes this series a good choice for young

readers of similar background. Published simultaneously with On the Scene, in which Sam

investigates a string of bullying attacks. Grades 6-9. --Francisca Goldsmith --This text refers to

the paperback edition.About the AuthorBorn and raised in Louisiana, Robin is a southerner

through and through. Her passion has always been to tell stories to entertain others. Robin's

mother, bless her heart, is a genealogist who instilled in Robin the deep love of family and

pride of heritage--two aspects Robin weaves into each of her 14 published novels. When she

isn't writing, Robin spends time with her husband of twenty years, her three beautiful daughters

and two handsome grandsons, and their character-filled pets at home--in the South, where

else? She gives back to the writing community by serving as Conference Director for ACFW.



Her books have finaled/placed in such contests as the Carol Award, Holt Medallion, RT

Reviewer's Choice Award, Bookseller's Best, and Book of the Year.--This text refers to the

paperback edition.Read more
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Copyright © 2010 Disney Enterprises, Inc.“Ariel and the Aquamarine Jewel,” written by Lara

Bergen and illustrated by the Disney Storybook Artists. Copyright © 2008 Disney Enterprises,

Inc. Based on characters from the movie The Little Mermaid. Copyright © 1989 Disney

Enterprises, Inc.All rights reserved. Published by Disney Press, an imprint of Disney Book

Group. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,

electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and

retrieval system, without written permission from the publisher. For information address Disney

Press, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10011-5690.Visit

One glorious summer morning, Ariel was enjoying a walk along the beach. She was just about

to return to the palace when her toe struck something hard in the sand.“Ouch!” she cried, still

not entirely used to the feel of human feet. After all, it hadn’t been that long since she’d been a

mermaid.She looked down and saw something gleaming. She moved a layer of seaweed and

picked it up.“Whatcha got there, Princess?” her friend Scuttle the seagull asked. “Looks like a

piece of that sweet gnobblybloop you humans like so much.” Then, he stuck out his tongue and

licked it! “Blagh!”Ariel laughed. “I think you mean ‘candy,’ ” she told her friend. “And no, I don’t

think it’s that. I think it’s a jewel!” she cried.Since the jewel had been wrapped in seaweed and

was lying on the shore, perhaps it had come from the sea!“Scuttle,” she said, “please go find

Sebastian and ask him to get my father.”The seagull flew off and found Sebastian the crab,

who summoned the king.A short while later, Ariel’s father, King Triton, emerged from beneath

the waves.
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